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A downtown Sacramento office condo is quickly filling up after sitting nearly vacant for three years.

Sharif Jewelers has just signed a contract to acquire the first-floor space at the one-time Roos Atkins

department store building at 10th and K streets and will be open in several months, says co-owner

Mahmud Sharif.

The sixth floor recently was acquired by the California Independent Petroleum Association, and an

offer is pending on the third floor, says Ken Turton, the broker representing Signal Air LLC, which

acquired the building last year.

The fifth floor was purchased right after the building was remodeled and turned into one of downtown's

few office condos – and the second floor is now leased, leaving only one floor without a tenant or an offer.

Sharif, whose family business has jewelry stores on Howe Avenue in Sacramento and in Folsom, says he

has been looking for a downtown site for several years but held out for what he considers a key intersection.

"I'm glad we waited and got this corner," he says.

Restaurant revival

Also coming to 10th and K: a new restaurant backed by downtown property owner Sam Abukhdair.

Located on the intersection's northwest corner, it will have Mediterranean cuisine and be open this summer.

"It will be super-fancy," with imported tiles and furnishings, says one of Abukhdair's associates.

It's one of a new wave of eateries going into the area, says Valerie Mamone-Werder, retail recruiter with

the Downtown Sacramento Partnership.

She says she recently toured with three different groups looking at possible downtown restaurant sites.

"We don't even really have the space for (all of) them," she says.

Sign of the times
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East Sac's Philipp's Bakery has long been closed, and its space is soon to be occupied by a Sherwin-

Williams paint store.

But Philipp's 66-year-old neon sign will live on. It was taken down last weekend and placed temporarily in

storage by the Center for Sacramento History.

The center's hope: To display the 17-by-7-foot sign in a gleaming new historical museum, alongside other

neon remnants of the city's past, says Dylan McDonald, deputy city historian.

"We'd like to have an atrium (in the building) where all these signs are displayed, lit up and visible from the

street," he says.

Among the other signs now in the city collection: Those for Tower Records, Shakey's Pizza, the

Rosemont Grill and the Shasta Hotel.

Given the tough economic times, McDonald figures construction of the long-planned history center is a

decade or more away.

Lights out

Owner David Rosenaur is looking for somebody new to run his Horseshoe Bar Grill in Loomis. Again.

Rosenaur ran the place himself before closing it in 2006. Legendary Sacramento restaurateur Eppie

Johnson took over in 2008, but he couldn't make it a go.

Over the past year, Vincent Paul Alexander has been leasing the space, but his version of the Horseshoe

also succumbed to tough times, closing on Jan. 1.

Now Rosenaur has it listed again for sale or lease and already has some interested parties, says his real

estate rep, Tony Wood of TRI Commercial.

"It's a mainstay for a lot of people, especially around Loomis," Wood says of the upscale bistro at Taylor and

Horseshoe Bar roads. "It's a destination restaurant."

Rosenaur, by the way, also owns the Beermann's Beerwerks building in Lincoln, where a new

sdteakhouse is expected to open within 90 days.
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